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No one is more surprised than Colleen Collins when she's offered a job writing fluffy 
magazine articles about rural Texas cooking. But after only a few days in the charming 
little town of San Saline, the big-city reporter is falling for the local residents, and finding it 
impossible to resist the infuriating True McKittrick, a local boy-made-good whose mere 
presence makes her feel alive...and at home.
Collie Collins has come out of a Washington, D.C., newspaper scandal depressed and minus 
a job and a boyfriend. Her friend sends her out on a free-lance magazine assignment to 
Texas writing about two things she knows to next to nothing about: small town life and 
cooking. She ends up in San Saline, Texas, where the pace is slow and where, as the 
"Yankee," she's the butt of many jokes. But she becomes enamored of the small town and 
one of its leading residents, True McKitrick. The prodigal town son, True is an enigma; yet 
he and Collie connect despite clumsy matchmaking tactics on the part of some 
townspeople. When Collie learns that she's now a hot item in D.C., she has to make a hard 
decision: return to her fast-paced life or stay in an enchanted town with a man she has 
only known a week. Wingate's empathic writing style is beautifully suited to this 
contemporary romance in which the simple life is portrayed as heroic and romantic. Patty 
Engelmann
Copyright � American Library Association. All rights reserved[a] beautifully written mix of 
comedy, drama, cooking and journalism... -- Dallas morning News, September 28, 2003
Other Books
Texas Monthly, Since 1973, TEXAS MONTHLY has chronicled life in contemporary Texas, 
reporting on vital issues such as politics, the environment, industry, and education. As a 
leisure guide, TEXAS MONTHLY continues to be the indispensable authority on the Texas 
scene, covering music, the arts, travel, restaurants, museums, and cultural events with its 
insightful recommendations.
�����. Grave and unrelenting, he has propelled his book,  Dr .  Dean Ornish's  Program for 
Reversing Heart Disease, onto best-seller lists nationwide. The results of his study, which 
suggest that heart disease might be improved by a mixture of ..."
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